Introduction
Since 1989, motivated by a lack of data on radio sources in NED (nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu), Simbad (simbad.u-strasbg.fr), and the CDS catalogs (cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/ftp-index), I collected electronic tables of radio sources and/or extragalactic objects that (a) contained 50 records, and (b) were unavailable from data centers at the time. Many of these catalogs were later incorporated in the CDS archive and the VizieR catalog browser (vizier.u-strasbg.fr, [2] ), as well as in the CATS catalog browser (cats.sao.ru, [3] ). My collection of data tables from currently ∼2950 articles is described in more detail (as of Sep. 2008) in [1] . Here I concentrate on the subset of tables from 1494 articles dealing with radio sources. Tables from about 580 of these, published 1950-1999 and with a total of ∼200,000 records, were recovered with optical character recognition (OCR) software. Since 2004 the collection has grown by ∼110 articles/yr, half of these published before 1999 and recovered via OCR, sometimes correcting the raw OCR results of the Astrophysics Data System (adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/signup_ocr). Tables from a further ∼110 articles at CDS/VizieR were not duplicated into my collection. Thus, the total number of articles with existing electronic radio source tables is currently ∼1600. The cumulative size distribution of the latter is shown by the continuous line in Figure 1 . Here, size is typically the number of objects in a catalog, but may also be the number of flux density measurements, e.g. in case of various observing frequencies or epochs. The size distribution closely follows a power law with a slope of −0.70. Such power laws are known in biometrics as Zipf's or Lotka's laws. For sizes 100 records a "collection bias" sets in, caused by working from the bigger towards the smaller lists.
Comparison with other catalog browsers
The largest collection of astronomical catalogs is maintained by CDS at Strasbourg, where, as of Sept. 2009, ∼8000 catalogs are accessible for download, and 7560 are also available for cone searches through the VizieR browser. The dashed line in Fig. 1 indicates the size distribution of radio catalogs in the CDS collection, which is complete for radio catalogs of 10,000 records. The dotted line shows the same for CATS, which is complete for 5000 records.
The left side of Table 1 lists the number of items in each collection of radio catalogs, followed by the percentage in number of catalogs, their total number of records, and their percentage in number of records, as of 1-Sep-2009. HA stands for the author, and the third row refers to catalogs which are in the author's, but not in the CDS or CATS collections. I am not aware of any electronic radio catalog outside the HA+CDS collection. For those electronic radio source catalogs with more than 100 records, only 52 % are in the CDS archive, and only 34 % are included in CATS. While CATS offers more data (records), VizieR offers a larger variety of catalogs, i.e. more of the smaller source lists. One needs to search in both services to obtain the most complete results, and then weed out the duplications from the 244 catalogs in common between CATS and VizieR. More than half of the items I collected are neither in VizieR nor in CATS. However, the preparation of metadata is required for their inclusion in catalog browsers. Some of these catalogs require a further effort (e.g. insert missing absolute coordinates from their object names), and a still smaller fraction of these catalogs, e.g. literature compilations or those containing only derived parameters, may be unsuitable for inclusion into catalog browsers. 
Recent Catalogs published in Electronic Journals
One might think that the vast majority of the catalogs missing from the public catalog browsers is outdated, and that in recent years there is a continuous "flow" of electronically published source tables into the data centers and catalog browsers. However, the right-hand half of Table 1 shows that this is not the case. Of the 361 radio source tables with >50 records, and published since 2001, mostly in electronic journals, only ∼66% (albeit with 94% of the total number of records) are in VizieR. This may be due to the fact that journal tables are often published only in LaTeX, PS or PDF format, or they are not readily machine-readable for various reasons, e.g. lack of metadata, columns not aligned, or a mixture of ASCII, HTML and LaTeX codes (cf. [1] ). Despite the fact that the 32% of tables missing from VizieR and CATS "only" contain 5% of all records, these offer flux measurements at a larger variety of frequencies and epochs than the big catalogs. 
Coverage of Tabular Data in Databases
For most astronomers the major source of information on objects are databases like Simbad or NED, whose content are different from the catalog collections and browsers described above (cf. [1] ). Thus I tried to estimate the fraction of tabular data covered by these databases. For 1565 of the radio source tables (exluding theses and unpublished items) both NED and Simbad were interrogated for the number of objects linked to their 19-digit refcode, and compared with the full catalog size. This is not always reasonable, as some tables give several records per astronomical objects, while other tables may not be of relevance (e.g. Galactic objects in NED). Moreover, for some of the largest datasets (e.g. NVSS, PKSCAT90) a NED search by refcode does not work. The results are listed in Table 2 for two different samples of references. Despite the caveats, a severe underrepresentation of published data is obvious: regardless of size or publication date, no more than ∼60% of the refcodes are recognized, and the fraction of objects included is still smaller.
Conclusions
A vast amount of the simplest form of published data (e.g. flux measurements) now exists in electronic form, but is unavailable in public web services. About half of these are readily accessible from electronic journals, and another half was painfully collected or recovered via OCR by the author. The preparation of these source lists for the ingression in catalog browsers is beyond the possibilities of the author and requires more human resources. A list of available tables can be viewed at www.astro.ugto.mx/∼heinz/cats.sum, and individual data sets are available on request.
